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About This Game

An all new futuristic VR shooting game! Classic arcade shooting recreated in VR! A dire apocalyptic world! Surrounded by
mecha insectoids!

You take the role of Chris, a member of the special forces called the Drone Strikers. In order to save the world from the rogue
artificial intelligence-controlled robots, Chris needs to use his combat abilities to save what is left of humanity.

Features

Set in a furturistic apocalyptic world

Recreates the classical rail shooter arcade experience

A wide variety of insectoid mechas to conquer and defeat

Challenge yourself with Normal and Hard difficulties

Compete with players from all around the world for a spot on the leaderboard with your best scores

Three Huge Levels

Tunnels: The shadows of the abandoned tunnels hide Insectoids at every turn
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Harbor: Break through the defenses of the Insectoids at the harbor and take back the frontline

City: Directly assualt the heart of the city and destroy the AI Core

Story

The development of technology in this world has resulted in artificial intelligence replacing police and military to uphold world
peace. But the AI defense network gradually became self-aware. It judged that humans were the largest threat to this world and
launched a war against them. We have no choice but to fend for ourselves in order to save human civilization. But this is paid

for in human lives.

You will decide the future of humanity. Prove that you have the strengh to save this world. Join the Drone Striker battle squad.
Represent humanity in the war against the AI. Preserve our way of life to ensure humanity’s future. Surpass yourself and

become humanity’s hero.
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Title: Drone Striker
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
USERJOY Technology CO.,LTD.
Publisher:
USERJOY Technology CO.,LTD., USERJOY JAPAN CO., LTD.
Release Date: 9 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound Card

English,Japanese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,German,Korean
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Full of bugs(Im 15 level cant get through Archon Liriel Ambition quest because its bugged),more reading and finding
walkthroughts than playing/building/killing... and previous versions of SF2 I won like 5 times.... Stupid game. Really well done
turn-based, grid-based voxel rpg. You're a warlock and can cast spells and summon and control monsters.. Fairly unique
platformer. You are a naked green alien with red hair and suction cups for hands. Besides the basic jumping on enemies attack,
you get bombs a both a weapon and utility to get through the level. The suction cup hands allow the player to scale up walls
which is absolutely necessary for some levels. I grew up with the first game, but finally get to play the other two.. Rest in peace
man.... :( You made an amazing game.. Pretty good strategy game about resources management where youre goal is to defend
yourself against spiders and make youre soldiers infiltrate their nest in one piece.
I really liked how the spiders attack the power supply to cut youre lights out and how they just jump on youre face to damage
you, it was spooky.
I heard about the crash problems some people experienced but for me it wasn't that bad, I only got one in 110 minutes.
I wish the game would have more content but it's really fine considering it's price (got it on sale) and it's infinite mode.

. Rosebud Condominium may seem like yet another casual video game, but hidden behind this facade hides a critical videogame
that imparts an important life lesson. The heroine, Sarah, is indeed aspiring to stratospheric heights. Joining her are two
mysterious men; her "boss" who has mandated to her the impossible task of creating the tallest condominium that the world has
yet to see, and Craig, whose various schemes are a constant threat to the completion of her out of this world project. Rosebud
Condominium is a masterpiece in that it is able to present the concept of futility under the guise of a lighthearted video game.
But of course, only the most intelligent can see through this facade. As such, it is able to provide both a meaningful life message
and a worthwhile amount of gameplay. If you have the time and money to play a video game, then I suggest that you get
Rosebud Condominium to experience how a seemingly mundane video game can serve as a medium to impart important life
lessons.
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really shity dont buy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mR0R3aEIgF8&index=15&list=PLgER-Fbsf72DNMo5O4ecMVnGOPPTvyFHh
This is what I dislike about this game

Other than that 2.74 CAD is an okay price for this kind of visual novel. The game was going good. I liked the minimalist
colorful graphics. But then the language showed up. Even though the T rating didnt include "language" in it, there was the
notorious "S-word" in the game. The hero was already talking too much and to add insult to her dumb dialogue, she had to resort
to swearing like this. I stopped playing after this point. It really made me very angry that such language had to be dumped in the
game like this. Kit kat being this cute little robot saying "damn" also seemed totally unnecessary and just more dumb dialogue.
The kit kat character along with the cute creatures in the game, colorful cartoony graphics, lack of blood and gore, also made it
seem as if this was an E rated game. But seems like i was wrong. I don't care what anyone says, this is a big pet peeve of mine
and i wont let it happen ever again. I played the Metroid games and there wasn't this ridiculous language, and Metroid is rated T.
Besides the language, some of the dialogue is dumb anyway and i think the characters talk too much, which leads to stupid
language. I also ran into a few minor bugs in the game. I also thought the game was too easy, and it got a little repetitive at times.
I'll stick with Metroid.. I bought this for my 6 year old daughter. She likes it and once you help your kids get the hang of the
game it can be lots of fun for them. She particularly likes interacting and conversing with other ponies, so being able to read
helps. There are a few minor bugs with regard to menu sizing but for $5 I can't really complain about a Pony Sims game.. The
majority of the content in this DLC is a nice addition. However, I'm giving it a thumbs down because I paid full price for it and
completely regretted it seconds after trying out the drag race portion of it. The ridiculously slow loading times between each
drag race, not to mention the lack of proper throttle control is just unforgivable. I mean, 60+ seconds of loading time on an SSD
for each and every single time you want to retry a drag race because you screwed up on the initial start due to lack of proper
throttle control... horrible.

Oh, and if that wsn't bad enough, ECU\/Carb tuning offers no profit increase whatsoever, and doesn't appear to be implemented
for customer car repairs either. So what was the point of it other than showing off in a poorly implemented drag race?. Short but
awesome!!!
this game trolls you left and right and its a riot!!! I love games like the talos principle and this fits right in as a "look" at those
style of games themselves. It's meta as all get out, and that's too trendy now to call cool, but they pull it off stupendously. the
voice work is hilarious.

Con: its really short. I know this type of thing takes forevs to put together, and I'm ok with it. just feels a bit pricey for a game
i've spent 5.6 hrs on, granted i could save a baby for 4 hrs still, but i really don't see myself replaying this much more. I don't
feel swindled, just overcharged. 4.99 - 9.99 i feel is a better cost v. reward ratio.
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